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Wow, wow, wow!!!  What can I add to the reflections that have already been written?  
Yes, I read all of the reflections and found that each of them spoke to me in a particular 
way.  What can I possibly add…Oh woe is me!!!  Such is the tiresome rhetoric of those 
who walk in the world with a myriad of doubts.  Those pesky doubts that obscure our 
ability to hear the sweet music of our particular call and have us questioning our 
worthiness of being called.  If this sounds like you…this reflection is for you.  Listen 
up…I have what I believe are three pieces of “good news”!  
 
First, from one doubter to another…the members of the Ministerial Fellowship 
Committee (MFC) are genuinely looking for human beings of all shapes, sizes, colors, 
abilities, sexual orientations, genders… you get the picture.  Sincerely, I would not josh 
you.  Please remember that the MFC is a body of former divinity students just like you 
and me.  As a collective body, they are charged to welcome into preliminary fellowship 
diverse ministers; ministers who have the POTENTIAL to minister in a very broad multi-
cultural context and with an anti-oppressive lens. There is amble room at the fellowship 
table for all kinds of ministers and ministries. This is one piece of the beautiful truth that I 
experienced as a candidate liaison. 
 
The second piece of “good news” is that the MFC has a sincere desire and need for us to 
succeed.  We are the current future of Unitarian Universalism. You doubters may be 
saying, “Sure, that was just the folks on Jacqueline’s panel”, ah, ha…not so.  I had the 
opportunity to serve on both panels and my experience was identical across the two 
panels.  Members of both panels went beyond what I would have done to frame questions 
so that the panel heard information that affirmed that the candidate new something about 
what was being asked.  Members of both panels demonstrated their care and compassion 
for each candidate, as well as their love of Unitarian Universalism and those our tradition 
seeks to serve. 
 
This brings me to my third and final piece of “good news.” The Ministerial Fellowship 
Committee and what it is charged to accomplish is bigger than the committee and me and 
you. The MFC is charged with bringing across a threshold human beings who can take on 
the role of liberal religious leadership in the “Cathedral of the World.”  Yes, the 
WORLD. I love this metaphor, “Cathedral of the World” coined by Rev. Forrest Church.  
This metaphor reminds me that the cathedral of the world, is beyond my human 
imagination and it consist of countless, beautiful windows.  Each window tells a 
culturally rich and complex story about creation and the stuff that gives life meaning.  
Our faith movement is one transformative story in a dynamic world. The good news is 
that a committee, not a single person must discern which candidate is a liberal religious 
leader poised to share our message, AND which leader is open to being changed by 
other creation stories AND which leader is ready to work toward realizing paradise here 
and now for all. This responsibility is not for the faint of heart. 



 
So be it .The enlightened take away for me is this…my experiences with the MFC were 
salvific.  The process saved me from my self defeating doubts and narrow self absorbed 
thinking.  
 
My hope is brighter. My belief is deeper.  “Yes, together we can create multicultural, 
mutigenerational, anti-oppressive Unitarian Universalist congregations and partner with 
our neighbors beyond our church walls, to build communities where all life is held as 
worthy and allowed to flourish.     
 
    


